Teaching in School Is a Form of Cultivation
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hen I first came to the City of
Ten Thousand Buddhas, the
schools were quite different. What
is now the Girls’ School was the
Elementary School for the boys and
girls; what is now the Boys’ School
was the High School for the boys and
girls. In 1982 the Venerable Master
changed it so that the boys and girls
studied separately. He asked Gary
(the former Heng Tso) and I if we
could help in the Boys’ School. My
first thought was, “Oh, I didn’t leave
home to look after these children. I
want a quiet environment in which
to cultivate and do ceremonies, but
not to look after these boys.” The very
thought made me extremely afflicted,
and even more so when I got into
the school. However, the Venerable
Master encouraged us. He said, “Well,
I am really too busy. I’d like to do the
job myself. But you can represent me
and be my ambassadors, because I do
not have the time.”
Well, we got into the school. We
didn’t know what we were doing. All we
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could do was try our best. It is strange
because you can approach teaching
from two ways. You can say the school
is a big hassle; it really drives you crazy.
Or you can think of it as a challenge
for cultivation. Tonight I’d like to look
at it from the side of cultivation.
The school, as a form of cultivation,
is like climbing a mountain. Our
tradition emphasizes the Bodhisattva
Path in which the Six Paramitas
are foremost. You can apply the Six
Paramitas to teaching.
The first paramita is giving: You
have to give of yourself when you
teach. Most of our volunteer teachers
are not paid and work long hours
especially when looking after the dorm
students. You realize you have to give a
lot of energy to help the students. This
is giving -- the giving of yourself.
The second paramita is precepts
or morality: You are a model for the
students. The students watch you very
closely and you might not know it, but
all the time the students are looking
at you, your deportment and what

you say. If your precepts are solid,
then you can be a good example for
your students. So this is the second
paramita.
The third paramita is patience:
Of all the paramitas, you are going to
be tested most directly on patience in
dealing with children. They are like a
lot of monkeys running around, and
you have to really control your anger
because many times they don’t listen
to you. You have to be very patient
because teaching is a very long job.
If you get angry quickly, you are not
going to be a very good teacher, nor
will you last very long. You have to
control your anger, learn and practice
patience.
The fouth paramita is vigor: Many
times we might not have enough
teachers, or enough people to work in
the school. So the teachers who are here
have to work twice as hard to make
sure that everything is under control.
You can’t leave children unsupervised
for even 15 minutes. You have to be
there all the time. Sometimes maybe

another teacher is absent or sick, and
then you end up taking two classes
when before you only had one. That is
quite naturally being vigorous.
The fifth paramita is dhyana
(Chan) samadhi: if you do not have
samadhi, or do not have enough, you
are going to have a very difficult time
of it. You need samadhi to take care of
all the problems. You need samadhi to
take care all the children. Compared
to anything else, particularly in the
school, samadhi is very important.
The last paramita is wisdom
(prajna): You need to know how to
deal with situations that come up. In
the school you are dealing with people,
both students and teachers. You have
to be very flexible; you have to have the
wisdom to know when to go to the left
and when to go to the right. Without
it, you can make a lot of mistakes and
upset a lot of people.
Last Friday, something happened
at lunch during the celebration of the
school’s 21st anniversary. As everybody
saw, there was a lion dance. The idea
was that during the dance the lion
would pull down the cloth, behind
which hanging vertically was a big
birthday cake with “21” written in
icing. Unfortunately, as everyone saw,
the “2” on the cake had unintentionally
collapsed. What people don’t know is

that the person who made the cake
started from about 9 p.m. the previous
evening. He worked all through the
night, and he was still working in the
morning to make four or five of those
cakes for the assembly. The cook had
put a lot of effort into the cakes. Before
he put the cake up, of course, the “21”
was perfect. The example of the cake
reminded me of the school. We put a
tremendous amount of effort into the
schools. People work so very hard. But
sometimes things don’t go right. No
matter how good you want the kids
to be, sometimes they disappoint you
and do silly things.
Compared to the schools on the
outside and compared to what is going
on in the schools outside, things that
we don’t want to know, things that are
very bad morally, our school is still
better. Kids in our schools for the most
part have more light about them and
are purer because they are not exposed
to TV, sex, and drugs.
So I want to finish this by saying,
we shouldn’t get discouraged. We do
get discouraged because we are going
straight up the mountain, taking the
direct road of cultivation. It is very easy
to get discouraged because the path is
so steep. But like the cake, although the
2 had come down a little bit, the cake
still tastes very good. Our school is still
better. Our school is not
bad compared to schools
outside. For the sake of
children who are here, I
hope the people will try
their best to keep going
and work for the school,
because that is what the
Master wanted.
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ৰጹΔڶழ۞աຟլवሐΖ܃ऱ
ԫᜰԫ೯Ε܃ऱᏚΕ܃ऱߢ
ழழࠥࠥຟࣹီထΖ࣠ڕݹ
ړΔ༉ԳஃΖ
รԿंᢅ፫ਢݴಫΚࢬڶ
ंᢅ፫խΔኙ່᧭ە܃ऴ൷ऱਢ
ᅝፖٌؚሐழΔהଚ༉ቝԫ
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ࢨߩജऱԳ֫ڇᖂீՠ܂Ζࢬא
ڇຍ㠪ऱ۔ஃؘႊࣹދᠨऱ֨
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ڇᖂீΔ૿ኙऱਢԳΔਝڶᖂ
سΔՈ۔ڶஃΖؘႊਢॺൄᨋ
ऱΔؘႊڶཕᐝࠐܒឰΔ۶ழٻ
ؐΔ۶ழ׳ٻΖڶཕᐝΔᄎح
ৰڍᙑᎄΔࠀᨃৰڍԳದᅀ༪Ζ
ՂਣཚնΔڇᐜఴᖂீ32ၜ
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ڣધ࢚ऱ֑塊ཚၴΔ࿇سԱԫ
ٙࠃΖՕ୮ຟߠԱΔڶፘ
ᅐΖࠐءऱૠਢΔᅐᄎނ
ԫჇؒনՀࠐΔؒ৵૿ऴچ
ᣬထᖂீԲԼԫၜڣऱֲسՕ
ᗶΔψ32ωᐊైڇᗶऱ٧ᐋՂΖ
լࢉچΔՕ୮ຟߠԱຍψ3ω
ڗΔྤრၴჅԱՀװΖԳଚࢬլ
वሐऱਢΔైᗶऱԳΔൕਤඡ
រၲࡨຏᔺሒ؟ΔࠩรԲ֚ڰ
ՂຟᝫڦڇΔ່৵թނՕฒऱ
ΕնଡైᗶړΖຍଡᐓஃב
נԱৰ߬ڍࠐຍైᗶΔהڇ
ైނᗶᓻದࠐছΔ߷ଡψ32ωᅝ
ྥਢړړऱΖైᗶऱࠏ༼ᙌԱ
ݺΚԱᖂீΔݺଚࣹދԱ؎Օ
ऱ֨ԺΔՠ܂ॺൄ߬ેΖڶ܀
ழࠃൣլኙᙰΔྤᓵ܃ڕ
۶ړΔהଚᝫਢᄎၙ܃Δᄎ
ԫࠄ႟ࠃΖ
ፖ؆૿ऱᖂீઌֺΔ߷ࠄݺ
ଚլუࠩΔլუᦫࠩऱΔڇሐ
ᐚՂॺൄᣇᥓऱࠃΔݺଚᖂீֺ
הଚړৰڍΖݺଚऱΔߪՂ
ޓ堚Δڶޓ٠ࣔΔڂהଚ֟
࠹ሽီΕࢤፖऱᐙΖ
ڇޔհছΔݺუᎅݺଚլ
ᚨᇠ֨ۊΖݺଚᄎტࠩ֨ۊਢڂ
Κࠩឭݺڇଚ૿ছऱਢԫය
ॺൄऱଥ۩ሁΙ܀༉ቝຍଡ
ైᗶΔឈྥψ3ωڗਢჅՀࠐԱ
ԫរΔլመᖞଡైᗶᚓದࠐᝫਢ
ॺൄױՑऱΖࡉ؆૿ऱᖂீֺದ
ࠐΔݺଚਢઌᅝլᙑऱΖࢬא
ԱଚΔݦݺඨՕ୮౨ጐԺۖ
Δᤉᥛᖂீࠐ࡚נבΔڂ
߷إਢՂԳࢬཚઐऱΜ
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